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Thus far, most systematic reviews commissioned to inform international development policy have focused on questions of ‘what works’, drawing on experimental and quasi-experimental studies of the effects of interventions. This article argues that systematic review methods can be applied to answer a range of different questions for international development and pays particular attention to methods of synthesising qualitative evidence that apply the key principles of systematic reviewing of being comprehensive, systematic and transparent. The article introduces readers to the types of questions for which reviews of qualitative evidence might be appropriate, the types of evidence such reviews might include and the range of methods available for their synthesis.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, there has been an increased focus on enhancing the use of evidence to inform international development policy and practice. Donors, implementing agencies and governments are under increasing pressures to demonstrate that their policies are informed by evidence. This has led to an increase in the demand for systematic reviews of the evidence pertaining to a range of different areas of policy with relevance to low- and middle-income countries.

Thus far, most systematic reviews commissioned to inform international development policy have focused on questions of ‘what works’, drawing on experimental and quasi-experimental studies of the effects of interventions. However, such reviews are increasingly criticised for being too narrow and ‘rigid’, failing to address other important questions such as, for instance, why a particular interventions work or not (Mallett \textit{et al.} 2012). Moreover, a number of reviews of effectiveness have been inconclusive due to a lack of evidence on effects and there are rising concerns that useful evidence on other questions is being overlooked (Snilstveit 2012).

A narrow focus on effectiveness when policy-makers need answers to a range of questions beyond ‘what works’ is rightly criticised, although this is not a limitation of systematic review methodology per se. The principles underpinning systematic review methodology can be applied to answer a range of different questions, and include the synthesis of a range of different types of evidence, including qualitative evidence (Petticrew and Roberts 2006,
Gough et al. 2012). To maintain the momentum around systematic reviews in international development and to utilise existing research and support the development of evidence-informed policies, there is a need to synthesise evidence across the broad range of questions asked by policy-makers and practitioners in the field.

This article argues that systematic review methods can be applied to answer a range of different questions for international development and pays particular attention to methods for synthesising qualitative evidence that apply the key principles of systematic reviewing of being comprehensive, systematic and transparent. Applying systematic review methodology to a broader range of evidence has implications for every step of the review process, from defining the review question to developing inclusion criteria, searching for studies, critically appraising studies, synthesising and presenting findings. It is beyond the scope of this article to offer guidance on all of these aspects (see Snilstveit (2012) for a review of some of these issues).

Rather, this article introduces readers to the types of questions for which reviews of qualitative evidence might be appropriate, the types of evidence such reviews might include and the range of methods available for their synthesis. The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The next section outlines a range of different questions of relevance to international development policy and practice, and the evidence that systematic reviews might draw on to answer these different types of questions. It then goes on to discuss the range of existing methods of synthesis, providing some relevant examples of their applications to date. The fourth section discusses the application of qualitative synthesis in international development and reflects on the methods that are likely to be most appropriate to international development reviews, and for which questions. The final section draws the conclusion that systematic reviews are an important tool for making better use of existing evidence to support policy development.

2. Different types of reviews for addressing different types of questions

What is the rate of maternal mortality in low- and middle-income countries? What are the policy options for reducing the gender gap in education? What are the potential factors affecting the successful implementation of interventions to improve food security? What are the alternatives to assist people vulnerable to climate change adapt to a changing climate, and what are the effects of these options? These questions are examples of the range and type of questions that are of relevance to evidence-informed policy in international development. It highlights that policy-makers and practitioners need answers to a range of different questions to inform the different stages of the policy-making process (Lavis 2009, Lewin et al. 2012).

These broader policy questions can be divided into more clearly defined research questions that might be appropriate and manageable for a systematic review (Petticrew and Roberts 2006). Such research questions can pertain to the scale of a problem, the factors underlying a problem, barriers and facilitators to implementing a policy option, acceptability of proposed solutions to users, the positive and negative effects of an intervention and the cost-effectiveness of different interventions (Petticrew and Roberts 2003, Lavis 2009, NICE 2009). The demand for answers to such a range of questions has led to the development of different types of systematic reviews (Petticrew and Roberts 2006, Pope et al. 2007, NICE 2009, Snilstveit 2012).

Snilstveit (2012) argues for the use of theory as a way of enhancing the policy relevance of systematic reviews of effectiveness. Similarly, drawing on a theoretical framework for a particular issue or interventions can be useful in identifying relevant and searchable
questions from a broader policy question. If the broader policy question relates to defining and framing an issue, a broad conceptual framework can be useful. Although if the broader policy question is concerned with identifying implementation considerations, a programme theory for how the intervention is supposed to work, and for whom, can be useful for identifying relevant research questions (Petticrew and Roberts 2006, Tugwell et al. 2010).

Table 1 provides an example applied to education of how the broader questions that might be relevant for the different stages of the policy-making process can be divided into more answerable research questions, and indicates the sources of evidence appropriate for addressing these questions.

Different types of evidence are appropriate for answering different types of questions, and once the review question(s) is clarified, the next step is to determine the inclusion criteria for the focus of study and study design (Petticrew and Roberts 2006). To answer questions about the effectiveness of interventions, studies should be able to demonstrate causality through attribution analysis for which experimental and quasi-experimental studies are generally considered most appropriate (White 2009). However, ‘hierarchies of evidence’ for other questions would be different (Petticrew and Roberts 2006, Saini 2012). To answer questions such as ‘why’ an intervention works (or not), or ‘how’ something works, qualitative research and surveys would be more appropriate than experimental and quasi-experimental studies (Petticrew and Roberts 2006). Although quantitative research is generally concerned with counting and measuring, qualitative research is commonly applied to addressing questions related to the meanings, concepts, definitions, characteristics and descriptions of issues (Berg 2009). Qualitative research encompasses a range of different research methods employed to address such questions, including ethnography/participant observation, qualitative interviewing, focus groups, discourse analysis, qualitative analysis of text and case studies (Bryman 2001).

There is a debate in the literature as to what constitutes the quality in qualitative research (Spencer et al. 2003), and this debate extends to the methodological literature on qualitative evidence synthesis (Hannes 2011; see also Snilstveit (2012)). Just as Hannes (2011) suggests ‘qualitative research as a scientific process needs to be “rigorous” and “trustworthy” to be considered as a valuable component of Cochrane systematic review’, we argue this also extends to other types of evidence synthesis that aim to inform policy. Following Spencer et al. (2003), we suggest that qualitative research should be (1) contributory, (2) defensible in design (3) rigorous in conduct and (4) credible in claim (p. 20).

Although there is a lot of high-quality research in the field of international development, there is also a relatively large volume of poor-quality research that fails to adopt a rigorous approach. The boundaries between research and advocacy are often blurred, and such material needs to be treated with caution.

Complementary application of quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods research is well recognised for primary studies (Cresswell 2003) and this approach is now appearing in systematic reviews in international development. For instance, rich, qualitative studies contributed to more understanding in a review of adherence to tuberculosis treatment (Munro et al. 2007). Thinner qualitative findings resulting from recognised (not necessarily naturalistic) methods for data collection and analysis were also useful in reviews comparing the quality of health services in low- and middle-income countries (Berendes et al. 2011, Basu et al. 2012). However, too little qualitative research was found directly linked to trials to explain differences in the impact of lay health workers (Glenton et al. 2011).

Syntheses of qualitative evidence can answer a different (and often complementary) set of questions from quantitative syntheses of effectiveness (Saini 2012). Such an approach starts with the research question and adopts the method(s) that is best suited for answering
Table 1. Examples of different types of reviews needed for policy making.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps in the policy-making process</th>
<th>Policy question</th>
<th>Examples of research question</th>
<th>Sources of appropriate evidence to address the question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defining and framing the problem.</td>
<td>What is the need for intervention, in terms of the nature, magnitude and framing of the problem? Example: What is the education deficit in low- and middle-income countries and what are the factors associated with it?</td>
<td>What are the school enrolment rates in low- and middle-income countries? What is the relationship between school enrolment rates and distance to school, type of school, quality of teaching, class size and school meal provision? What are the barriers and facilitators to increasing enrolment rates/improving education outcomes? What factors are associated with increasing enrolment rates/reducing drop-out rates/improving education outcomes? How do the above differ for the most disadvantaged sub-groups? How do parents and children perceive/experience public and private school education?</td>
<td>Reviews of observational studies addressing the nature and magnitude of the problem (for example, surveys, studies based on routine data to assess prevalence or burden of an issue, including data disaggregated along dimensions of disadvantage). Reviews of qualitative studies of views and experiences regarding a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing potential policy options.</td>
<td>What is the appropriate set of policy options to address the problem and what are the effects of these options? Example: What are the most effective approaches to improve education outcomes in low- and middle-income countries and how effective/cost-effective are these?</td>
<td>Do interventions to increase enrolment rates improve education outcomes? Does increasing access to private schools work better than teacher training?</td>
<td>Reviews of studies of the effectiveness of interventions – experimental, non-experimental. Reviews of economic evaluations of interventions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Does providing vouchers for private schools do more harm than good?
Is it worth investing in school vouchers?
Are school vouchers acceptable to beneficiaries and other stakeholders?
Will beneficiaries be willing to or want to send their children to private schools?

Reviews of qualitative studies of views and experiences regarding interventions.

Reviews of effectiveness studies of implementation strategies and of equity across the most disadvantaged – least disadvantaged groups.
Reviews of qualitative studies of the acceptability of interventions.
Reviews of process evaluations of implementation strategies, which may use mixed methods.

Source: Adapted from Lewin et al. (2012), NICE (2009) and Petticrew and Roberts (2003).
it (ibid). If a systematic review aims to answer several questions, researchers might need to draw on a range of different types of evidence.

3. Narrative approaches to synthesis of qualitative evidence

Narrative methods of synthesis can be used to synthesise both quantitative and qualitative studies and have been used when the experimental and quasi-experimental studies included in a systematic review are not sufficiently similar for a meta-analysis to be appropriate (Mays et al. 2005a). Narrative synthesis is used in different ways. In this article, we use it as an overarching term to describe a family of methods for synthesising data narratively, focusing particularly on the application of narrative approaches to the synthesis of qualitative evidence.

Synthesising empirical qualitative evidence is analogous to synthesising quantitative evidence in that ‘there is a shared interest in synthesising empirical studies’ (Noblit and Hare 1988, p. 10). However, unlike quantitative synthesis that converts information into a common metric and synthesises these data to test a theory using statistical meta-analysis, qualitative synthesis aims to synthesise qualitative data, which is commonly text-based. Such reviews adopt a narrative, as opposed to statistical, approach to research synthesis and seek to generate new insights and recommendations by going beyond the summary of findings from different studies as in traditional narrative reviews.

Some of the weaknesses of narrative synthesis noted in the literature are the lack of transparency (Dixon-Woods et al. 2005) and the lack of clarity on methods and formal guidance on how to conduct such a synthesis (Mays et al. 2005b). Popay et al. (2006) provide a guidance on how narrative synthesis can be conducted in a more systematic and transparent way, focusing on synthesis of evidence on effectiveness of interventions and factors determining the implementation of interventions. The guidance document provides specific suggestions as to which tools and techniques are appropriate for narrative synthesis (see Table 2 for an overview), and two worked examples which are helpful in illustrating how these can be used in practice. These techniques can be usefully applied for enhancing the transparency of all types of narrative synthesis, including the specific methods of synthesis reviewed below. Other tools such as evidence tables, specialised software (such as Nvivo and EPPI reviewer) and matrices can also be used to enhance the transparency of most methods of narrative syntheses.

As narrative reviews have become increasingly systematic, their methods have diversified and the terms to describe them have proliferated. The methodological literature describes a range of methods available for integrating qualitative evidence, as well as methods for synthesising both quantitative and qualitative evidence. A number of articles and books reviewing these methods have been published in recent years (see, for example, Dixon-Woods et al. 2005, Mays et al. 2005a, Pope et al. 2007, Barnett-Page and Thomas 2009, Noyes et al. 2011, Saini and Shlonsky 2012). Methods include content analysis, critical interpretive synthesis, thematic synthesis, realist synthesis, grounded theory, case survey, qualitative comparative synthesis, meta-summary and framework synthesis.

Reviewing this literature and examples of applications of these methods suggests there are more labels describing the methods of synthesis than there are genuine differences between their different methods (Barnett-Page and Thomas 2009). Most of these methods involve some form of structured synthesis of studies, with a distinguishing feature being the extent to which the various methods aim to test, explore or generate theories and the extent to which they interpret the evidence from the included studies in the synthesis (Thomas et al. 2012). Methodologists variously conceptualise methods as being
Table 2. Tools and techniques for narrative synthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element of synthesis</th>
<th>Suggested tools and techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developing a theory of how the intervention works, why and for whom?</td>
<td>No specific tools or techniques identified. However, it is noted that tools and techniques suggested for other elements of the synthesis can contribute to developing the theory of change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a preliminary synthesis of findings of included studies.</td>
<td>Textual description of studies, groupings and clusters, tabulation, transforming data into a common rubric, vote counting as a descriptive tool, thematic and content analysis for translating data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring relationships in the data.</td>
<td>Graphs, frequency distributions, funnel plots, forest plots and L’Abbe plots; moderator variables and sub-group analyses; idea webbing and conceptual mapping; reciprocal and refutational translation; qualitative case descriptions; investigator/moderator triangulation; conceptual triangulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing the robustness of the synthesis.</td>
<td>Weight of evidence (for example, Harden and Gough 2012); best evidence synthesis; validity assessment (for example, the CDC approach); reflecting critically on the synthesis process; checking the synthesis with authors of primary studies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Popay et al. (2006).

on a continuum from aggregative approaches at one end to interpretive (or configurative) synthesis methods at the other (Noyes and Lewin 2011, Saini and Shlonsky 2012, Thomas et al. 2012). Figure 1 illustrates this schematically, placing the different methods on this continuum.

The choice of method of synthesis depends on a number of factors, including the question and purpose of the synthesis, the nature of the evidence as well as time and resources (Noyes et al. 2011). For questions aiming to test a hypothesis or theory, aggregative approaches are most appropriate. Answering questions that aim to explore or conceptualise an issue might be best addressed through a configurative/interpretive synthesis (Thomas et al. 2012). Moreover, the nature of the evidence to be synthesised will also influence what is the appropriate synthesis method (Voils et al. 2008, Noyes and Lewin 2011). Aggregative methods might be more appropriate for synthesising descriptive, or ‘thin’ qualitative evidence, whereas configurative/interpretive methods may require studies containing richer data (Noyes and Lewin 2011). Finally, the choice of synthesis method also depends on the time, resources and skills available to the review team.

Below we outline some of the approaches that have been developed for syntheses that include qualitative evidence, including some examples. The strengths and weaknesses of these methods are summarised in Table 3.

3.1. Content analysis

There are several quantitative approaches to synthesis that involve transforming all data into quantitative measures such as frequencies (Mays et al. 2005a). Content analysis, first developed as a method for primary research, is one such approach. It involves developing
themes or categories a priori, for instance by drawing on a programme theory, coding data according to these categories and creating tabulations of frequency counts to identify key findings (Mays et al. 2005b). Content analysis can be used to synthesise data from both quantitative and qualitative studies (Pope et al. 2007). The categories for coding may be determined by drawing on a theoretical framework, for instance the programme theory underlying a particular intervention. To enable several people to code papers in a consistent way, it requires categories to be adequately defined and mutually exclusive (Dixon-Woods et al. 2005). Content analysis is a well-developed method and there are a range of software packages to assist with conducting the analysis (Dixon-Woods et al. 2005).

Although content analysis is a well-established method in the social sciences, Dixon-Woods et al. (2005) suggest there are limitations to its usefulness for synthesis, including that ‘it is inherently reductive and tends to diminish complexity and context’ (p. 50), as well as the risk of treating an issue as unimportant due to lack of available data. Nevertheless, content analysis does not have to be an exclusively quantitative and reductionist method (Berg 2009), and if applied thoughtfully, keeping these issues in mind, it can be a useful method for synthesising a large number of studies. As an aggregative synthesis method, it might be most appropriately applied to descriptive, ‘thin’ data, for instance from project documents or surveys.

An example of a systematic review using content analysis is a review examining the reasons for restraining patients in care (Evans and Fitzgerald 2002). The authors coded categories and themes reported as reasons for restraining patients from the findings of the 23 included studies, including ensuring safety, understaffing and maintaining the social environment. They used four categories and four sub-categories and report the percentage of reports citing these various categories to determine common findings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
<th>Guidelines and examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content analysis: Data categorised and frequency of each theme determined to identify key findings. Categories/themes identified a priori.</td>
<td>Widely used, transparent and replicable. Method well developed. Software to assist with the analysis is available.</td>
<td>Described as reductive approach – concerns that importance of context and complexity of primary studies reduced. ‘Danger that absence of evidence (non-reporting) could be treated as evidence of absence (not important)’ (Dixon-Woods et al. 2005, p. 50).</td>
<td>Evans and Fitzgerald (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thematic summaries: Summarises findings of included studies within salient themes.</td>
<td>Offers detailed description of included studies. Can accommodate variations in context and ‘thin’ findings.</td>
<td>Can lead to ‘vote counting’ (see Waddington et al. (2012) for a discussion of the potential pitfalls of vote counting).</td>
<td>Thomas et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework synthesis: Identify key concepts in advance and supplement with themes emerging from included studies. Configure and aggregate findings from quantitative/qualitative studies. Themes are sometimes counted and displayed in tables.</td>
<td>Structured by a transparent and evolving framework that is open to policy, practitioner and service user perspectives. Can be applied to research and other literatures, and conducted by novice reviewers. Framework can accommodate variations in context and ‘thin’ findings. Quicker than only identifying themes grounded in the data.</td>
<td>Application of tentative theory early in the procedure may lead to overlooking some themes grounded in the data.</td>
<td>Kiwanuka et al. (2011), Koehlmoos et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thematic synthesis: Coding of text to identify main themes emerging from the literature. Synthesis of findings organised around these key themes and concepts. Can incorporate both quantitative and qualitative findings. Themes are sometimes counted and displayed in tables.</td>
<td>Offers a structured way to organise the literature and identify key themes. Allows the synthesis of both quantitative and qualitative data.</td>
<td>Can be either data-driven or theory-driven. Diversity of approaches gives rise to uncertainty about how synthesis developed.</td>
<td>Harden et al. (2006), Thomas et al. (2007), Thomas and Harden (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
<th>Guidelines and examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meta-ethnography</strong>: Key themes, concepts and metaphors identified in the primary studies. Three types of synthesis: (1) translate themes across studies (reciprocal translation); (2) identify, characterise and explain contradictory findings (refutational synthesis), and (3) use findings to develop a general interpretation (lines-of-argument synthesis).</td>
<td>Goes further in developing new theory than other approaches. Useful for policy-makers in that it can assist in explaining different research findings.</td>
<td>Has not yet been used to synthesise findings from both quantitative and qualitative studies. Resource-intensive approach. Issues related to transparency and offers no guidance on quality appraisal. Requires considerable experience of qualitative analysis.</td>
<td>Britten et al. (2002), Munro et al. (2007), Williamson et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Dixon-Woods et al. (2005) and Mays et al. (2005a, 2005b).
3.2. Thematic summaries

As outlined by Thomas et al. (2012), thematic summaries draws on the conceptual framework of the review to categorise studies into thematic groups that are relevant for the intended reader. Examples of categories that can be used to create the different thematic groups include the type of intervention, participants, study design and/or study quality, outcomes and programme theory used in the included study. A detailed assessment of the characteristics of the included studies allows the allocation of each study into the correct thematic group. Findings of the studies in each thematic group are then analysed and synthesised separately using an aggregative or interpretive narrative synthesis method. Common ways of synthesis include a tabulation of the findings into a thematic framework based on the a priori identified categories, analysis of the differences between studies in each group, identification of any divergent findings and a synthesis of the findings under each theme. The method shares the weaknesses of narrative synthesis, in particular if vote counting is used as a method to synthesise findings. Thematic summaries use an entirely deductive approach to generate the themes they contain, and therefore heavily rely on the quality of the initial conceptual framework of the review to provide an organising structure.

3.3. Framework synthesis

Framework synthesis has evolved from framework analysis employed for policy relevant primary research where urgency requires rapid results that can be delivered by large teams (Ritchie and Spencer 1994, Pope et al. 2000). It begins with a tentative framework that is either borrowed from elsewhere (Carroll et al. 2011) or constructed from key concepts and dimensions of difference seen in interventions and their contexts (Oliver et al. 2008). Reading abstracts and subsequently full texts reveals new themes grounded in the included studies which may then be used to amend the framework. Studies are coded according to the developing framework in an iterative process until the body of evidence can be presented coherently in tables or images matching the framework. Both the framework and the evidence extracted from the included studies are open to visual inspection and debate by a large review team, a wider group convened to guide the review, and readers of the final report. Patterns in the data can be recognised by reviewers and readers comparing the findings of studies positioned differently within the framework, allowing conclusions to be drawn about relationships between study findings and variations in populations, interventions and their theoretical basis and context.

A framework’s key concepts and dimensions may be introduced by policy priorities or constraints, practitioner knowledge, service user perspectives, public interests or the review team’s familiarity with the issues. The range of perspectives employed to build the framework maximises the relevance of subsequent findings. A framework that accommodates a large number of different types of studies is currently being employed for two parallel reviews of the impact of protected terrestrial areas (such as national parks and national forests) on the well-being of local residents. Having a single framework will allow the outcomes of the synthesised quantitative evidence to be compared with the views of people talking about different categories of protected areas, from different socio-economic positions and in terms of livelihood strategies, social capital, empowerment, human rights and access to ecosystem resources (Pullin et al. 2012).

Framework synthesis can draw on ‘thin’ research findings and other types of literature such as policy documents or think pieces either to inform the framework or present collective learning. This was valuable for a review of policies addressing health professionals holding two paid roles (dual practice); in the absence of impact evaluations, much was
B. Snilstveit et al.

learnt from policy analyses, country case studies, cross-sectional surveys and economic models (Kiwanuka et al. 2011).

These applications show how framework synthesis can build and consolidate knowledge by describing large numbers of studies across broad sweeps of literature even where the research is underdeveloped. It has additional benefits of accommodating complexity in programmes, variations in context and allowing the focus and interpretation to be guided by different perspectives.

Box 1. Social franchising evaluations: a scoping review

Koehlmoos and colleagues (2011) employed framework synthesis to review the scope and nature of existing evidence on social franchising interventions in health service delivery, including a focus on reach, implementation, equity and sustainability. The review was conducted to complement a review of effectiveness of social franchising interventions which did not find any rigorous impact evaluation evidence. The authors adopted a framework synthesis approach in order to cover a broader scope addressing a range of complementary policy-relevant questions, have greater flexibility of analysis (by allowing emerging findings to inform analysis) and facilitate context and intervention-specific learning.

The authors constructed a conceptual framework based on existing empirical studies, ‘think pieces’, interrogation of researchers familiar with social franchising and consultation with various global and local social franchising stakeholders. The resulting framework addressed a broad range of complementary policy-relevant questions about the intervention beyond effectiveness, including questions on reach (adoption by franchisees and service users), implementation and quality of care (adherence and integrity), equity and sustainability. User engagement was a continuous process throughout the review, with stakeholders being asked to comment on ongoing work, assist in identification of eligible studies and reflect on the findings and their implications.

The authors included all types of evaluation evidence (excluding opinion pieces, policy documents and non-systematic reviews). They drew on randomised and quasi-experimental evidence to answer effectiveness questions, and observational studies such as surveys, cohort studies, case–control studies and case studies to answer questions on reach, implementation, equity and sustainability. The quality of all studies was assessed using relevant quality assessment tools and the quality rating was used to weigh the strength of the evidence when drawing conclusions and recommendations for policy and practice.

Although the review did not find sufficient evidence on the effectiveness of social franchising, the framework synthesis approach contributed to our knowledge about the reach, quality of care, client satisfaction and equity of access and targeting of social franchising across a variety of settings.

The review found that across settings, social franchising was not associated with an increase in client volumes or use of treatment for sexually transmitted diseases. However, the authors found mixed outcomes for changes in unmet need for family planning services. Clients of franchises appeared to be satisfied with the quality of service received and expressed intent to return for future health services. Franchise providers were more likely to have received training compared with non-franchise private providers, although this was due to associations with government service in the past rather than the franchise. The review found mixed results about equitable access.
to social franchises, especially with regards to social franchise services reaching the young, poor and/or illiterate parts of the population and clinics in low-income urban areas did not always benefit the targeted low-income populations.

In addition to the need to conduct more rigorous effectiveness studies of social franchising, the review identifies additional dimensions for future research, including a better coverage of geographic regions (particularly Central Asia and South America), service delivery areas (especially family planning), implementation and equity considerations and the effects of different models of social franchising.

Source: Koehlmoos et al. (2011).

3.4. Thematic synthesis

A team of researchers at the EPPI Centre at the University of London have developed and applied thematic synthesis to the analysis of qualitative research (Thomas and Harden 2008). This method draws on ‘thematic analysis’ methods used for primary research and involves three steps: coding of text, developing descriptive themes and generating analytical themes. The first step involves coding of the findings of included studies ‘line-by-line’. Codes are created inductively and can result in a large number of codes; for example, Thomas and Harden (2008) generate 36 different codes from eight studies. The second step involves grouping together similar codes and creating new codes or descriptive themes that cover several of the initial codes. Although the first two steps remain close to the original studies, the third step, generating the analytical themes, means going beyond this. Thomas and Harden (2008) compare this stage to the third-order interpretations of meta-ethnography (see below). In the example, the included studies focused on children’s views about food and healthy eating and the review questions focused on barriers to, and facilitators of, healthy eating. At this stage, the reviewers used the descriptive themes from the analysis of children’s views to infer barriers and facilitators to healthy eating and implications for interventions. This was first done independently by the reviewers and then as a group; through discussions and re-examination, six analytical themes emerged, which were translated into recommendations for interventions.

This approach to qualitative synthesis has been applied to a number of systematic reviews (Thomas et al. 2003, 2007, Harden et al. 2006) of both intervention and non-intervention studies and provides an example of a systematic review that includes both thematic synthesis and a meta-analysis in the same article.¹

3.5. Meta-ethnography

Meta-ethnography was first developed as an approach to synthesis of qualitative, ethnographic studies by Noblit and Hare (1988), in their review of school desegregation in the United States. Meta-ethnography is an interpretive synthesis approach that re-conceptualises key themes and synthesises and extends the findings of individual studies (Williamson et al. 2009). Both the methodological and applied literature on meta-ethnography have been expanding in recent years, making it one of the most widely applied approaches to qualitative synthesis (for example, Britten et al. 2002, Munro et al. 2007, Atkins et al. 2008, Williamson et al. 2009). It provides a method for explaining different findings and it has therefore been suggested it might be particularly useful in informing policy (Mays et al. 2005b, pp. 9–10).

Meta-ethnography starts with identifying a research question that can be informed by qualitative research (for example, seeking to explain treatment adherence Munro et al.
2007) and deciding on the focus of the synthesis (inclusion criteria). The searching and selection of included studies should be systematic but may not need to be comprehensive or exhaustive since the aim of meta-ethnography is to produce theoretical generalisations rather than statistical generalisations (Pope et al. 2007). The included studies are quality-assessed and repeatedly read to extract details on study setting, population and intervention, and to identify primary themes (or first-order constructs; reported by participants) and secondary themes and concepts (or second-order constructs; interpretations by study authors) (Britten et al. 2002).

The synthesis process then involves determining how the studies are related by examining primary and secondary themes and concepts across studies and organising them into relevant tertiary categories (third-order constructs; interpretations by reviewers). In order to do this, the studies are translated into one another based on similar or re-occurring concepts (Atkins et al. 2008). These translations are then synthesised using one of three alternative methods.

Reciprocal translation is used when the concepts in multiple studies agree and correspond with one another and can be synthesised into common overarching themes (Campbell et al. 2002, Pope et al. 2007, Thomas et al. 2012). Refutational synthesis is used when the identified concepts refute each other or adopt competing ideological or disciplinary perspectives (Campbell et al. 2002, Pope et al. 2007, Thomas et al. 2012). The ‘lines of argument’ synthesis is about inference and involves an additional interpretive step that links the translations and interpretations and integrates the similarities and differences between concepts into a holistic scheme (Pope et al. 2007). According to Noblit and Hare, the goal of the lines-of-argument synthesis is to discover a “whole” among a set of parts’ (1988, p. 63).

The synthesis then needs to be expressed in an accessible (and transparent) format, for example diagrammatically. Nobit and Hare (1988) highlight the subjective nature of the synthesis process, noting that reviewer’s values and understanding of the studies influence synthesis, which is inevitably only one of several possible interpretations of the evidence. The above outlined process should not necessarily be seen as a linear process, and some repeated iterations of steps may need to be followed. Box 2 provides an example of a systematic review using meta-ethnography. For more details and examples of the three synthesis approaches (reciprocal translation, refutational synthesis and lines-of-argument synthesis), see Nobit and Hare (1988).

Box 2. Limits to modern contraceptive use among young women in developing countries: a systematic review of qualitative research

The review by Williamson and colleagues (2009) uses meta-ethnography to synthesise qualitative evidence on the factors that limit the adoption of modern contraceptive methods reported by young women in low- and middle-income countries.

The authors included qualitative studies of young women’s own reports on the uptake, use or choice of discontinuation of modern contraceptive methods such as condoms and oral/injectable hormonal methods. They assessed the quality of the included studies with regards to reporting and appropriateness of analysis and interpretation.

The authors then identified, extracted and compared key themes from each included study, identifying similarities and contradictions across studies. This translation of the identified themes across studies was then used to arrive at a ‘lines-of-evidence synthesis’, which developed broader understandings while maintaining the specificity of
the individual included studies. The authors illustrate the identified lines-of-argument categories with representative quotes from the included studies.

The synthesis identified four main categories of limitations to contraception use by young women in low- and middle-income countries: (1) lack of education and knowledge about pregnancy risk, prevention and access to modern contraceptives, (2) concerns about hormonal contraceptive side-effects, menstrual disruption and fertility fears, (3) relationship considerations and partner pressure and control, particularly regarding contraception use and pregnancy and (4) desire to protect reputations and social status in the face of social disapproval of premarital sex and pregnancy. Use of hormonal contraceptives was mostly limited by lack of knowledge, limited access and fears of side-effects. Condoms were often viewed as a more accessible and acceptable method, although their use was limited by their association with disease, promiscuity and commercial sex. As a result of the identified difficulties associated with the use of modern contraceptive methods, young women were more likely to rely on traditional methods such as periodic abstinence, withdrawal or a range of herbal mixtures from traditional healers.

The authors conclude that interventions to promote the use of modern contraceptives need to counter the negative perceptions of modern contraceptive methods through the use of multi-faceted approaches that target all levels of society. Interventions need to challenge inaccurate beliefs and cultural norms around fertility, and provide more targeted promotion of life skills, support and access to youth-friendly services for adolescents. The involvement of both sexes in sexual and reproductive health interventions is important (particularly for condom use), and the dual role of condoms as birth control and prevention from sexually transmitted diseases should be capitalised on.

The synthesis advances our understanding of why adolescent reproductive health interventions in developing countries have had only limited effects on contraception use to date.


3.6. Realist synthesis

Realist synthesis has been proposed as an approach to systematic reviews of evidence on complex interventions (Pawson et al. 2005). It is based on realist evaluation, which ‘seeks to unpack the mechanism of how complex programmes work (or why they fail) in particular contexts and settings’ (p. 21). The realist approach differs from the clinical trials model of establishing causality through experiments by focusing on context (the economic, social, legal, administrative and political circumstances in which the intervention takes place) and mechanisms (the programme theory of change), which determine impact on outcomes. Realist synthesis is theory-driven and the first step includes articulating the key theories of how interventions work, which are then explored in the review (Pawson 2006). It proposes to focus on programme mechanisms, rather than on the types of programmes as the unit of analysis and argues that similar mechanisms are likely to be operating in interventions across different sectors.

Realist synthesis has received increased attention in recent years, including in the context of systematic reviews in international development. It is worth noting that the term ‘realist synthesis’ has been used in different ways, including to explore a theory and its application in different contexts (Pawson 2002), to understand which aspects of interventions shape impacts in different contexts in the framework of effectiveness.
reviews (Greenhalgh et al. 2007) and to develop a theory by exploring the dimensions of interventions with similar goals (Carr et al. 2011).

Pawson’s original work took as its starting point a single theory (for instance, naming and shaming for encouraging appropriate behaviour) and explored the evidence available from different contexts (for example, protection of children against paedophiles and cars against thieves) to explore and refine the theory (Pawson 2002). A subsequent ‘realist’ review of school feeding programmes took as its starting point the evidence synthesised by a review of effectiveness in order to improve understanding of programme effectiveness (Greenhalgh et al. 2007; see also van der Knapp et al. (2006) for a similar application).

It is worth noting that none of these studies adopted the inclusive approach to evidence proposed by Pawson et al. (2005) but limited the realist review to collecting additional data on context and mechanisms from studies included in the systematic review of effectiveness. Their emphasis on the question of ‘what works’ raised concerns for these authors about including study designs not considered appropriate for answering causal questions (van der Knapp et al. 2008). The idea of focusing on programme mechanisms, rather than types of programmes as the unit of analysis is indeed attractive, especially in an area where evidence on effectiveness is still limited, although combining the approach with standards for traditional effectiveness reviews is advisable if applied to systematic reviews that also aim to answer causal questions.

3.7. Meta-narrative

The methods considered above offer a choice of approaches to synthesis, where that choice is determined by the nature of the question, the initial clarity of the concepts and relationships and whether the purpose is to generate, explore or test a mid-range programme theory. Working at a deeper, theoretical level, meta-narrative reviews address more critically the assumptions underpinning studies, not just the theories underpinning interventions (Greenhalgh 2011). This approach has been developed to synthesise complex evidence, and applied to reviews of diffusion and sustainability of innovations in health service delivery and organisation (Greenhalgh et al. 2005a, 2005b), the meaning of community within and across research traditions (Bertotti et al. 2011) and eliciting patient’s perspective in patient-centred outcomes research (Garces et al. 2012). The approach has many parallels with realist synthesis and includes examining storylines from different research traditions. The reviewers then focus on identifying relevant concepts from each tradition, creating the meta-narrative for each tradition first, and then bringing them together in a synthesis around the key dimensions, enabling a systematic analysis of contradictions. The key drawback of this approach is the substantial resources and cross-disciplinary expertise that need to be devoted to this type of synthesis. Conversely, international development can be seen as an inherently cross-disciplinary field, and two of the reviews mentioned above have included research traditions rooted in developing countries (Greenhalgh et al. 2005a, Garces et al. 2012), thereby offering the opportunity to make use of learning across economic divides.

4. Discussion

Systematic review methodology is a powerful tool for bringing together evidence from a range of different studies in a transparent and systematic manner. Critiques of systematic reviews as being too narrow (Mallett 2012) are problematic, because they are based on the assumption that the methodology can only be applied to reviews of effects. But just as primary research can be applied to answer a range of different questions, the logic of
systematic reviews can also be applied to syntheses of evidence addressing a range of different questions (Gough et al. 2012).

Whatever research questions authors aim to answer, they should apply the key principles of systematic reviewing, by being comprehensive, systematic and transparent. Approaching the literature systematically means adopting explicit inclusion criteria, a systematic search, selecting studies for inclusion based on predetermined inclusion criteria, critically appraising included studies and collecting and synthesising data from the included studies in a transparent and systematic manner (Saini and Shlonsky 2012).

In addition to adopting different inclusion criteria for the types of studies and determining the most appropriate methods of synthesis, applying the logic of systematic review methodology to qualitative evidence also has implications for the other stages of the review process, especially the search and critical appraisal of included studies (Noyes et al. 2011). The latter is a particularly contentious issue, with a lack of agreement on the best approach for assessing the quality of qualitative evidence (Noyes et al. 2011; see also Snilstveit, 2012 for more details on this debate).

The aim of systematic reviews of qualitative evidence is not to assess the effects of interventions, although they can complement systematic reviews of effectiveness studies and help explain and interpret results of syntheses of evidence on ‘what works’, as well as answering other questions, which can be useful in informing policy and practice (Noyes et al. 2011, Saini and Shlonsky 2012). Such syntheses can be conducted as stand-alone reviews or as part of multi-component reviews, including synthesis of evidence on effects (Noyes et al. 2011, Gough and Thomas 2012, Snilstveit 2012).

Moreover, in some instances, policy-makers are asking questions of ‘what works’ with the intention of this informing a policy decision, but it is known that the evidence on effectiveness is limited. If evidence about effects is weak, then systematic reviews might more usefully focus on research that can lead to developing/refining interventions, for instance by synthesising feasibility and acceptability studies. If evidence about effects is heterogeneous, then work needs to focus on identifying the active ingredients or synergistic or antagonistic components of interventions (for example, Candy et al. 2011). If interventions do not exist then work reviewing epidemiological studies of risk factors as well as studies of people’s views and experiences might be useful in developing a programme theory and designing interventions.

There is less agreement on the best approaches to systematic reviews that go beyond the questions of effects. Therefore, in addition to informing policy and practice, systematic reviews of qualitative evidence to answer questions pertinent to international development can also contribute to informing these debates and moving the field of qualitative synthesis forward.

5. Conclusion
Systematic review methodology can be applied to a range of questions to offer understanding of problems facing low- and middle-income countries and provide greater direction for developing evidence-informed solutions. Although systematic reviews are an important tool for evidence-informed decision-making, they often provide partial answers to broader policy questions and ‘are not themselves decisions’ (Petticrew and Roberts, p. 45). Nevertheless, broader application of syntheses addressing a range of questions allow for better utilisation of the existing evidence base and can support the development of more evidence-informed polices.
Notes

1. It includes both intervention and non-intervention studies and incorporates three main syntheses: (1) meta-analysis of quantitative evaluations of interventions attempting to increase consumption of fruit and vegetables among children; (2) thematic qualitative synthesis of ‘non-intervention’ research focusing on children’s views of healthy eating; and (3) ‘cross-study synthesis’ using findings from the thematic synthesis to interpret the quantitative results.

2. Pope et al. (2007) and Saini and Shlonsky (2012) offer comprehensive textbooks on qualitative synthesis. Hannes and Lockewood (2012) provide a range of worked examples of a number of qualitative synthesis methods. Snilstveit (2012) reviews some of the debates around methods for qualitative synthesis and provides guidance on resources for authors undertaking qualitative synthesis.
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